Structural and Kinetic Characterization of the Intrinsically Disordered Protein SeV NTAIL through Enhanced Sampling Simulations.
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are emerging as an important class of the proteome. Being able to interact with different molecular targets, they participate in many physiological and pathological activities. However, due to their intrinsically heterogeneous nature, determining the equilibrium properties of IDPs is still a challenge for biophysics. Herein, we applied state-of-the-art enhanced sampling methods to Sev NTAIL, a test case of IDPs, and constructed a bin-based kinetic model to unveil the underlying kinetics. To validate our simulation strategy, we compared the predicted NMR properties against available experimental data. Our simulations reveal a rough free-energy surface comprising multiple local minima, which are separated by low energy barriers. Moreover, we identified interconversion rates between the main kinetic states, which lie in the sub-μs time scales, as suggested in previous works for Sev NTAIL. Therefore, the emerging picture is in agreement with the atomic-level properties possessed by the free IDP in solution. By providing both a thermodynamic and kinetic characterization of this IDP test case, our study demonstrates how computational methods can be effective tools for studying this challenging class of proteins.